
The second form
and curvature



.

We now know:

Sp:TpM-ToM, Sp=-DI
where :M-S" is the Gauss map

taking each point per to theI
normal vector in at p. j

-E

Sp() =(==[-]/5]
if =a Xn+bu, and

l = - (Nu,Xu)
m =

- (nuxxr)
n =
- <v,Xr)

JE, SpLKIp"Sr, (2) is
=(,)

p=signed
curvature of

Y,slice curve.



Splu) is self-adjoint wrt Ip,
so (Y,Sp())

Ip
=(Sp(),w)Ip.

Split has two orthogonal, unit

eigenvectors with real

eigenvalues (1, K2.

If Y =cos& Y1 +sin, then

[Y,)p*kCostIKSinOYz

Goal:Show how to use this

to compute andunderstand.



Proposition. We may computep
-

using the alternate formulas

l =(,kan),sm=(,Xur)sn=(,Xut

Roof. We have already shown

m =( -u,Xr) =(5,Xwv) =(n,Xvu) =(πv,Xu)

by takingof (n,Xu) =0.

Similarly,

0 =E(k,Xu) =(usXu) +(n,Xun)
0 =E(n,Xu) =(nu,Xu) + (,Xr).

W



Examples.
↳

is constant

DG =0

↳ · Sp =0

k1 =kz =0

plane Y. In arbitrary

-

n =-x

⑭ DEI

Sp =+I
VI k1 =kz =E

sphere of radius a
Islice curves bending

Loriented inwards) words normal)



- I

DEI⑭
n =Ex

Sp =-I
e VI k1 =kz=

sphere of radius a
Islice curves bending

Loriented outwards) away
from normal)
-

If the signs bother you, recall
that

the "positive"parametrization of 52

as a graph has inward normal.

x z
=1 -NExy2

&-



IExample. Eine
↳ M =5x2 +x =13

At p =(], n =(), and = 8[
0 I

so the slice plane is parametrized

by (x,y)* xu +yn +p
I

⑲ EntereC -
I

W

The slice curve satisfies x+2 =1

which is an ellipse (unless 0 =Mz).



We prove it by computing
X =xcosO Xz

=

y- 1
1

so the equation xi +XI=1 becomes

1 =cosx+ (y-1)2
=(sec

We computed long ago that the
signed curvature of +1 was

k=(t)=
Casin't+bcost(

in the cow parametrization

alt) - a set oI



since we are evaluating at t ==Mz,
with a =secO, b =1, we get

KI(0) ==cost

Suppose that it are principal
directions. We know that if

Y =cos+ sinGr. we have

KI (0) =K1cosO+ Kzsin

We conclude that

k1 =1, =e1 Ene(I
-1 =0, v =e



Note: We can just recompute

<(9) =fa4] "case]

(4,(9)
K
=
(9) =

<' (4), '(91)

=

<][
<Fasing][-asirene
I

Casingcos("



Examplxil-2)
We compute

Xu= (-sin n, 0,cosu)
X=(0,1,0)

i =(-cosu,0,-sinn)
·

Xun=(-cos n, 0,-sin u)
->

Xu
=

(0,0,0)

Xu =(0,0,0)

so

E =(Yu,Xu) =1l =[Xun,n)=i
F =(Xu,X) =0 m =[Yuvin) =0

6 =

(Xr,Xu) =1n =xxwin)
=0



Thus, at u = -M2, v =0, we have

Sp =Ip* Ip =(*8]
If follows that the eigenvalues

KA, K2 are 1.0 with eigenvectors

v =(8] =kn+0X =(1,0,0) =ex
-

↑
in the Xu Xu basis

↓

Yi =(,] =0x+x =(0,1,0) =ez

which agrees with our previous

calculation.



We now introduce

inition. The assure

K =det Sp =k1Kz

and the mean creature

H =trSp =E(k+k)

Examples.

⑳ K =H =inward normal)
=- I (outward normal)

X K =0, H =0

IK
=0, H = (inward normal)



We note that

Proposition: If K20, there are exactly
two directions with (,)

p
=0.

If Ks 0, there are directions

with [Y,)
p

=0.

Proof. If =cos+sinY

(,) =cos+Ksin

So (V,) =0 s=>

tan"O=-
xz

or

⑦=arctan(=Xk:/).



There are exactly two such t in

[-T,4] -k1/0. Notice that

tan (0+i)=tant, so there are also

two such O in [4,42].

cition. If (,)p=0, we say
I points in an asymptotic direction.

-

Zincipal
directionis

-

Vz I
asymptotic directions


